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1. If for any distribution, mean > median > mode, then the distribution is called :

(l) negatively skewed

(3) symmetric

2. If two variables are independent, then the correlation between them is :

(l) -l
(3) between -1 and I

(1) Platykurtic

(3) kptokurtic

(2) positively skewed

(4) None of these

(2) |

(4) zerc

(2) Mesokurtic

(4) None of these

3. Regression equations of two variables X and r are as follows :

3X+2Y-26=0and 6X+y- 3l =0,

then the coefficient of correlation between X and y is :

(l) 0.s (2) 0.76 (3) 0.8 (4) - 0.5

4. If the random variables X, y and Zhave the means pr= 3, Fy = 5 and lL, = 2,
variances o? = 8, ou, = 12 and o? = tg and Cov(X, y) = l, Cov (X, 4 = -3 and
Cov (Y, Z) = 2, then the Cov of U = X + 4Y +.22 and,V = 3X -y -Z is :

(r) 54 (2) -16 (3) es (4) None of these
Ir

5. For a distribution, the four central moments were obtained as :

Fl =0, ltz=0.933, F3=0and pq =2.533,

then the distribution is :

6. A random sample of 27 pairs of observations from a normal population gaye r= 0.6. If
/s.s5 /or 25 d. f . = 2.06, then r is :

(l) Significant (2) In_significant

(3) kast significant (4) None of these

MPII/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-yy(A) P. T. O.
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x I 2 3 4 5

Y 3 4 5 6 7
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7. Regression equation of X on Y for the following data :

is given by :

(l)f=25-X (2)X=1.5+5I (3)y=2+X (4)X=2+Y

A student obtained the following two regression equations for a set of data based

two variables

6X - lsY = 21, 2lX + l4Y = 56, then :

(1) Equations are not correctly obtained

(2) Equations are correctly obtained

(3) Equations have no solutions

(4) None of these

The probability mass function of a random variable X is as follows :

(t) Itz (2) U3 (3) U4

10. LetX - N(8, 25), then standard normal variate (SNV) will be :

x -8 x-2

(4) 4

(l) z=

B\ Z=X-8
l0

11. If a Binomial variate (X; is
distributed as :

(1) N(4, 16)

(3) B(ll4, t6)

distributed with mean 4 and variance 3, then X is

B(4, U4)

8(16, U4)

(2) /, -

(4) z-

5

x-8
5

(2)

(4)

rl

X 0 I 2 3 4 5

JU) k2 kt4 5 kt2 kt4 2k2 k2

ttren theTalue of k is :

MPII/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Y)/(A)
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12. If a random variable X has the following p.d.f.

f (x; tt, o2) = #,
(1) X-N(3,9)

(3) X-N(6,9)

13. If moment generating
the distribution is :

(l) less than ll4

(3) less than 15116

(*_-6)2

t8 ,lL, c2 > o, then we have :

(2) X-N(6,3)

(4) X-N(3,6)

6t+)P
function of a distribution is e 4 , lhen standard deviation of

(2) more than 15/16

(4) None of these

14.

(r) u2 (2) 2

(3) 4 (4) 6

A random variable X has a mean 8 and variance 9 and an unknown probability

distribution, then P(4 < x < 20) is :

15. n rtEaicA doctor wants to reduce blood sugar level of all his patients by altering their

diet. He finds that the mean sugar level of all patients is 180 with a standard deviation

of 18. Nine of his patients start dieting and the mean of the sanple is observed to be

175. What is the standard error of the mean ? r

(r) 2 (2) 4 (3) 6 (4) None of these

16. The fact that the sampling distribution of sample means can be approximated by a

normal probability distribution whenever the sample size is large is based on the :

(l) central limit theorem

(2) factthat we have tables of areas for the normal distribution

(3) assumption that the population has a normal distribution

(4) None of these alternatives is correct

f ]f,/PHDruRS-EE-2020(5tatisti csX SET -Yy(A)
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17. As the sample size increases, the variability among the sample means :

(l) increases

(2) decreases

(3) remains the same

(4) depends upon the specific population being sampled

18. Let yl < Y2 < Y3 < Y4 denote the order statistics of a random sample of size 4 from a

distribution having p d.f tu, ={'i : "[J;' 
, *",' {1*) 

is equar :

19. A property of a point estimator that occurs whenever larger sample sizes tend

provide point estimates closer to the population parameter, is known as :

(Zl orUiured sampling

(4) relative estimation

o) r45

256

B\ 213

356

(l) efficiency

-
(3) consistency

o\ 243

456

243(4\
256

20. The hospital period, in days, for patients following treatment for a certain

kidney &sorder is a random variable Y - X + 4 where X has the density

( tlzl . r:o
f (x) -{ tr++)3 ' 

n ' v 
, then the p.d.f. of random variable Y is :

I O ; elsewhere

'=t'?:",:;;."
l'ttgl ; v>4 [ to'- ; ]>o(3)g(y)=]<yf ' r (4) g(Y)=j(r+a)'
IO ; elsewhere L 0 ; elsewhere

MPIUPHD/I IRS-E E -2020(StatisticsXSET -Yy(A)
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I x6+ty2121. tf f(x,y)=]---f-Io
; 0<x<2,0<ycl,th"r,
; elsewhere

(t) E(xY) > E(n . EV)

Q) E6n = E(x) .E(n

Q) E(XN < E(X) .E(N

(q E(xn = E(n + E(n

Which of the following statements is true ?

(1) Unbaised estimator is always efficient

(2) Consistent estimator is always unbiased

(3) Unbaised estimator is always consistent

(4) MLE is always a function of sufficient statistics

Suppose l0 rats are used in a biomedical study where they are injected with cancer
cells and then given a cancer drug that is designed to increase their survival rate. The
survival times following exponential distribution are 14, 17, 2J, lg, lz, g, 22, 13, lg
and 12, then M.L.E. of the mean survival time is :

(l) 3.s (2) 16.2 (3) l8 (4) 20

A random sample is taken from B(5, p) populatio, to test F/s : p = U2 against
Ht; P =0,7, it is decided that we reject I1s when X> 3, then the power of test is
approximately equal to :

(l) 0.s (2) O.ts (3) 0.84 (4) None of these

If a hypothesis r1s is rejected at .01 level of significance, then it :

(l) will be accepted at 0.05 level of significance

(2) may not be rejected at .10 level of significance

(3) will be rejected at .l0level of significance

(4) None of these

IffII/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-yy(A)
P. T. O.
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26. Given o = 6, lL = 25, sample mean = 23 andthe degree of precession require d, is 99Vo,
(Z = 2.58) the sample size required is approximately equal to :

(1) s0 (2) 60 (3) 70 (4) 80

27. Let X be the number of offspring of a bacteria with p.m.f.

p(x =, =i[i)o ,k=0,1,2,..... theE(E is equar ro:

28. The variance of the stratified sampling mean (y"r) is:

(l) 3 (2) 2 (3) I

(3) 3

(4) 4

(1) rll( + +yii'1 (2) rL,[ *-*Yr'r
(3) r;=,[ ;-iY,'r (4) rL,[ *-iYr'r
In a SRSWOR, if ) = 50, n = 100, N = 500, then the estimatedpopulation total is :

(l) 250 (2) s00 (3) 2s00 (4) 25000

30. In SRS, the bais of the ratio estimator f; i, gir"n ,

Qt B(tr) = "o'G' ')
Y

(4) None of these

31. In systematic sampling, if the population size is 200 and the selected sample size is 40,

then the sampling interval is :

(1) 3 (2\ 4

32. A sample of 16 items from an infinite population

standard error of sampling distribution of mean is :

(1) 1 (2) s

(4) None of these

having standard deviation 4. The

M PH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Y)/(A )
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The Mahalanobis distance of an observation,r = (xt, xz, x3, ....., rN;r ft'om a set of
observations with mean p = ([rr , V2, lL3, lhs )t and covariance matrix S is defined as :

(3) (x-p)tS-r(r-p)2

(2) (x-[r)ro-r(r-p)

(4) None of these

34. For large n, Hotelling's T2statistic (7-Iro)rS-l(, -tro) is distributed as :

(l) t,-z (2) F,_r., (3) x? (4) None of these

35. If we have two sets of variables, x1, x2, ......, xn and y1 , !z- ......, lm and there are

correlations among the variables, then canonical correlation analysis will enable us to

find linear combinations of the x's and the y's which have . . ... correlation with

each other.

(1) minimum

(3) zero

36. Scree plot is associated with :

p
(l) Discriminant Analysis

(3) Principle Component Analysis

37. Given that EIX + 4l - 10 and EIX + 412.-

(l)4 (2)8 ,

(3) t2 (4) 16

38. Three varieties A, B, C of wheat are tested in a RBD with 4 replications. Then the

degrees of freedom for error will be :

(1) 4 (2) s

(3) 6 (4) t2

XIf, /PIIDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsxSET -Yy(A)

(2) maximum

(4) .None of these

(2) Canonical Correlation

(4) None of these

116, then Var(X) is equal to:

(1) J(r-p)'s-r(r-p)

P. T. O.
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39. Relative efficiency of LSD over RBD when tn rows are taken as blocks is given by :

MSC + (m- I)MSR
mMSE

MSC + (m-I)MSE
mMSE

40. The method of confounding is a device to reduce the size of :

(1)

(3)

41. The geometric mean of Laspeyer's and Paache's indices is :

(l) Bowley's Ideal Index

(3) Chain Index

42. Seasonal variations repeat with :

(l) Experiment

(3) Replication

(l) onQear

(3) five years

43. A good index number

(1) Circular Test

(2) Blocks

(4) Treatments

(2) Fisher's Index

(4) Marshal and Edgeworth's Index

(3) Factor Reversal Test

44. Vital rates are customarily expressed as :

(l) per ten thousand

(3) percentages

M PH/PHDruRS-EE -2020(statisti csxSET -yy(A)

(2) two years

(4) None of the Treatments

is one that satisfies :

(2) Time Reversal Test

(4) All the above Tests

per thousand

None of these

(2)

(4)
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The trend is determined by :

(1) Link Relative Method

(2) Ratio to Trend Method

(3) Ratio-to-Moving Method

(4) None of these

46. Fertility rate provides an adequate basis for :

(1) population growth

(2) family planning

(3) checking the infant mortality

(4) None of these

47. Time Reversal Test is satisfied when : '

(l)3orx4o=0

(3) Po,xP,, <l

then the confounded factor is :

(1) upr Q)

(3) I.[P (4)

llPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(Statistics)(SET-Yy(A)

In the following replicate of a 23 factorial experiment in blocks of 4 plots invblving

three fertilizer N, P arrd K:

(2) Ps1 x Pls = I

(4) None of the above

NK

None of the above

Block I Np npk (l) K

Block 2 P n PK NK

P. T. O.
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For a certain experirnent laid out in an LSD with four treatments with SST = 10.035,

SSB = 22.25,SSC = 45.25,TSS = 86.33 and Fs.65 (3,6) = 4.76,then Ho : t1 = t2 = t3

-t4.

(1) is rejected

(3) may be rejected

(2) 2

r
(1) I (2) 2

52. State I is:

(l) persistent

(3) transient null

53. The Markov Chain is :

(1) irreducible

(3) closed

54. Which of the following is true ?

(l) p= pz

(3) p= po

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(Statistics XSET-Yy(A)

(2) is accepted

(4) None of these

50. In a railway marshalling yard, goods trains arrive at a rate of 30 trains per day.

Assuming that the inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution and the service

time distribution is also exponential with an average of 36 minutes, then the expected

queue size of the trains is :

(1) 1 (4) 4

Instruction .' Consider the following Markov Chain with pm :

51. The Markov Chain is periodic with period :

(3) 3

(3) 3 (4) 4

(2) transient

(4) transient non-null

(2) reducible

(4) None of these

(2) p= p3

(4) p= pa
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5,

-t3
55. Number of basic

destinations is :

(t) 3

feasible solution in a transportation problem with 4 origins and

(2) 4 (3) s (4) 6

56. The following game problem with the payoff matrix :

Strateeies of Plaver B

Strategies of Player A

I T III

I I -l 3

T 3 5 -3

ilI 6 2 -2

The above problem can be solved using :

(l) Graphical method (2) Rule of Dominance

(3) MinMax Principle (4) Simplex Method

tl. For what values of K the game with'.the following payoff matrix is strictly
&terminable ?

G Strategies of Player B

Strategies of Player A

I il ilI
I K 6 2

il -l K -7
ilI -2 4 K

(1) K> 0

(3) -1 <K<2

5& If a Primal Problem (Maximization) has

value of the corresponding dual can be :

(l) ss (2) se (3) 6r

(2) t<K<2
(4) None of these

optimal value equal to 60, then the optimal

(L\

}IPH/PHDruRS-E E -2020(Statistics)(SET -Y/(A)

None of these

P. T. O.
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59. A solution to an Lpp is said to be degenerate if one of the :

(2) non-basic variables is zero

(4) non-basic variables positive

The following assignment problem pertains to the time taken by the programmers to
develop different programmes :

(1) 280 (2) 2e0 (3) 300 (4) None of these

61' A branching process is called subcritical if the mean of the off springs (m) is :

(1) zm

(3) less than I

(1) basic variables is zero

(3) basic variables is positive

(l) zero

(3) between 0 and I

(2) more than I

(4) None of these

(2) 1

(4) None of these

(o l)(2) 
[, o)

62' If the mean of the off springs (lz) is less than l, then the probability of extinction is :

63. Which of the following is not a stochastic matrix ?

rD 
[_or I

o, (''r' ''o')

MPH/PHD/UR S-E,E,-2020 t (StatisticsXsET-y)/(A)

rot f'' t/2\
\U2 U2)

Then the total minimum time required for developing the said programmes is
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64. The Eigen values of a matrix

(l) 25 and I

(3) I and 1/5

2\
1l *" 5 and 1. The Eigen values oi A2 are:
3)

(2) lO and2

(4) None of these

(z
A=ll)

65. If Chi-square distribution has 12 degree of free, then the variance of the distribution is :

(2) t2

(4) None of these

66. Local control in experimental designs is meant to :

(1) reduce experiential error

(2) increase the efficiency of the design

(3) to form homogeneous blocks

(4) all the above None of the above

67. If net reproduction rate is greater than l, then it will result :

(l) ro increase in population (2) decrease in population

(3) exponential increase in population (4) increase in population

68. Given the following LPP :

Max:Z=\*2x.>t3x3

Sub to

x1*5x.> +4x3 Sl0

x1*6x1 +8x3 < l5

X1, X2, X: > 0

tlen which of the following may be a basic feasible to the above problem :

It .rl = 1, x2=1, x3 =2 (2) rl =1, x?=5, r: =0
-1 ' rt = 4, x2= 2, x3 = - I (4) None of these

f l"IIDfL-RS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET-y)/(A)

(1) 24

(3) 6

P. T. O.
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69. Ler

(1)

3X +X2+X3-X4,rr-

70. Who is known as the Father of Lpp ?

(l) R. A. Fisher

(3) Hotelling T

71. Given the following LPP

Max : Z =4\+8x2

Sub to

Xi - N(p, o2 ), i = 1,2,3, 4, then an unbiased estimator of p is :

Xl+X2+X3-X4 2(Xl+ X2) + X3 + X4(2)
6

(4) None of these

(2) C. R. Rao

(4) G.B. Dantzig

2x1*2x2>15

\+x2=i5
X1, x2 2O

then number of artificial variables to be introduced is :

(l) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3

72. The value of the following game :

(r) -2 (2) o

(4) 4

Strategies of Player B

Strategies of Player A

I II III

I -l 2 -2

T 6 4 -6
III 6 4 -2

M PH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statisti csXSBT-y/(A)

(3) I (4) 2
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73. A saddle point of the game exists if :

(1) MinMax = Maxmin

(3) MinMax < Maxmin

74. Assignment Problem is solved using :

(1) Rule of Dominace

(l) 2 constrains

(3) 4 constraints

(2) MinMax > Maxmin

(4) None of these

(2) North West Corner Rule

(2) 3 constraints

(4) None of these

(3) Hungarian Method (4) None of these

75. If an LPP has 3 variables and 4 constraints, then its corresponding dual problem will
have:

76' The dimension of the subspac e W = {(r, y, z)b + y + z= 0} of R3 is :

(1)1 (43

(3) 2 (4) 0
rTl. l*t B and C denote the subsets of a vector space V, then which of the

following statements is correct ? -'

(1) If B c C and C spans V, then B spans V.

(2) lf B c C and C is independent, then B is independent.

(3) If B c C, then span(C) =span(8).

(4) If B c C and C is dependent, then B is dependent.

78. If the sum of two eigen values and trace of 3 x 3 matrix are equal, then

the value of lAlis :

(1) l (2) -1

(3) 
' 

(4) 0

E PtrDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Yy(A) P. T. O.
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79. The marnx ,a = ["oto
Isin 0

- sin 0l
.o, e 

-] 
' 0 e R has real eigen values if and only if :

80' A linear transformation y - Ax is said to be orthogonar if the matrix A is.:

(1) 0 = nlcfor some integer n

(3) There is no restriction on 0

(1) Orttronormal

(3) Symmetric

81. The index and signature of the
104x1-4x1x2 are:

(l) 3and3respectively

(3) I and2respectively

(2) O = 2nfi* I fo. some integer n
2

(4) e = 2nrc* I fo, some integer n
4

(2) Orthogonal

(4) Singular

quadratic form t}xf +Zi *Sl *6x24_

(2) 2 and2respectively

(4) zandlrespectively
82' The sequence xn =rn(2n3 +2)-rn(5n3 +2n2 +'4) converges to:

(l) 0- e) tn?r ---5

83. Every bounded subset of R2 is :

(1) Compact

(3) Totally Bounded

84. A bounded function f : fa, b)
which of the following condition ?

(l) f is continuous

(2) f is monotone

(3) Measure of point of discontinuity of/is zero

(4) f has uncountable point of discontinuity
MPII/PHDruR S-E E-2020l(Statisti csXSBT _y)/(A )

(3)h?
5

(2) Connected

(4) Complete

-+ R may not Riemann

(4) ?
5

Integrable for

A
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A sequence sn is said to be bounded if :

(l) there exists a number l" such that lsr l < A for all n e N

(2) there exists areal numberp such that lsrl<p for all n e N

(3) there exists a positive real number /< such that lsr l < k for all n e N

(4) there exists a positive real number m such that I s, I : m for some

ne N

l6x.>x3 -

pable for

86. The set of all limit points of the ,", S = 
{

(l) 0

(3) {t., lol,m. N}
lm)

(1L;

(3) sin x

L ,*,r. ru] i, t

n)

0

1

-+m

(2)

(4)

87. Which of these functions is not uniformly continuous on (0, l) ?

None of these

(2) sin x

x

(4)l(x)=lforxe (0, l),flO) =l(1) = 0

88. An analytic function with constant modulus is :

(l) Z.ero

(3) Identity map

(2) Aconstant

(4) None of the above

89. Radius of convergence R of the power series Z:=r+
n

(l) R=0

(3)R=1

(2)

(4)

R=-

R =5

RS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Yy(A) P. T. O.
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Consider the functio nfld = ,1 .Then z = 0 is :

(l) A pole

(2) Aremovable singularity

(3) An essential singularity

(4) None of the above

F(z) is a function of the complex variable z = x + ry given by f(z) = iz * lcRe(z) +

ilm(z). For what value of k will F(z) satisfy Cauchy-Riemann Equations ?

94.

91.

92. Suppose/and g are entire functions and g(z) # 0 for all z e C. If !l(z)l S lg(z)1, then we

conclude that :

(l)/(z)+0forallze C
P

(2\ f is a constant function

(3) /(0) = 0

(4) For some c e C,l(z) = c.gk)

(1) 0

(3) -l

(l) 0

(3)

(2) |

(4) y

(2) |

(4) 2ni

Let C be the circle of radius 2 with centre at origin in a complex plane, oriented in the

anti-clockwise direction. Then the integral $-4- equal to :

b k -l'l'

I
2ni

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Yy(A)
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In which of the following method, we approximate the ct
in each interval , 

,o*rn8 method, we approximate the curve of solution by the tangent

(l) Euler's method

(3) Newton's method

(2) Picard's method

(4) Runge-Kutta's method

The Newton-Raphson method formula for finding the square root of a real number R
from the equation *2 - R = 0 is :

96. In Regula-Falsi method, the first approximation is given by :

97' The real root of the equation 5x - 2 cos x - I (upto 2 decimal accuracy) is :

(r) o.u (2) 0.s6

(3) O.sz @) o.s+

98. Consider an ordinary differential equation O! 
= O, + 4.If x= rs ot t = O,the increment'dr

in x calculated using Runge-Kutta fourth order multi-step method with a step size of&=0.2is:

(1) o.22 Q) 0.44

(3) 0.66 (4) 0.88

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(Statisti csXSET_yy(A)
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two99. The integral l,t 
LO* when calculated by using Simpson's,lx

equal sub-intervals each oflength 1, equals:

I
- rule on
3

100. The theorem that states" Every bounded sequence has a limit point" is :

(r) 1.000

(3) l.l t l

(l) Cauchy's theorem

(3) Lagrange's Theorem

(2) 1.0e8

(4) 1.120

(2) Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem

(4) None of the above

$
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1. Given the following LPP

Max: Z =4xt+8x.r

Sub to

2x1* 2x2 215

q* x, =lJ

\'x2)0

then number of artificial variables to be introduced is :

(2) 2(l) I

2. The value of the following game :

(r) -2 (2) o

3. A saddle point of the game exists if :

(l) MinMax = Maxmin

(3) MinMax < Maxmin

4. Assignment Problem is solved using :

(1) Rule of Dominace

(3) Hungarian Method

MPIUPHDruRS-E E-2020( Statisti csXS ET-Yy(B)

(4) 4

(4) 2

MinMax > Maxmin

None of these

North West Corner Rule

None of these

(3) 3

(3) I

(2)

(4)

(2)

(4)

Strategies of Player B

Strategies of Player A

F

I II m

I -l 2 -2

II 6 4 -6

ilI 6 4 -2

P. T. O.

B
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5. If an LPP has 3 variables and 4 constraints, then its corresponding dual problem will

have :

(l) zconstrains Q) 3 constraints

(3) 4 constraints (4) None of these

6. The dimension of the subspa ceW = {(x, y, z)V + y + z=0} of R3 is :

(1) I Q)3

(3) 2 (4) o

7. Let B and c denote the subsets of a vector space v' then which of the

following statements is correct ?

(1) If B e C and C spans V, then B spans V'

(2) If B e C and C is independent' then B is independent'

(3) If B c C,then sPan(O =span(B)'

(4) If B e C and C is dependent, then B is dependent'

8. If the sum of two eigen values and trac'e of 3 x 3 matrix are equal' then

the value of lAl is :

r
(l) 1

(3) ,

lcos 09. The matnx A = I

[sin 0

(2) 0 =2nfi * L fo, some integer n

(4) e = Znrc* | fo. some integer n

10. A linear transformation y = Ax is said to be orthogonal if the matrix A is :

(2) -r
(4) 0

- sin el 
. 0 e R has real eigen values if and only if :

cos0 l'

(l ) e = nrc for some integer n

(3) There is no restriction on 0

(1) Orttronormal

(3) SYmmetric

@StatisticsXsET -YY(B)

(2) Orthogonal

(4) Singular

2



Strategies of Player B

Strategies of Player A

I il ru

I I -l 3

II 3 5 -3
m 6 2 -2

B

Instruction .. Consider the following Markov Chain with pm :

11. The Markov Chain is periodic with period :

3

12. State I is :

( I ) persisl"ent

(3) transient null

13. The Markov Chain is :

(1) ineducible

(3) closed

(3) 3

(2) transient

(4) transient non-null

(2) reducible

(4) None of these

(3) 5

Rule of Dominance

Simplex Method

(1) I (2) 2 (4) 4

14. Which of the following is true ?

(t)p=p2 (2)p=p3 (3)p=po (4)

15. Number of basic feasible solution in a transportation problem
destintions is :

(r) 3 (2) 4 (4) 6

16. The following game problem with the payoff matrix :

Lp= p'

with 4 origins and 3

The above problem can be solved using :

(l) Graphical method (2)

(3) MinMax Principle (4)

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statisti csXSET -yy(B) P. T. O.
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B

For what values of K the game with the following payoff matrix is strictly

determinable ? '

Strategi"s of naye..g

Strategies of Player A

I II III

I K 6 2

II -1 K -t
m -2 4 K

(1) K> 0

(3) -1 <K<2

(2) r<K<2
(4) None of these

18. If a Primal Problem (Maximization) has optimal value equal to 60, then the optimal

value ofthe corresponding dual can be:

(4) None of these(1) ss (2\ se (3) 61

19. A solution to an LPP is said to be degenerate if one of the :

(1) basic variables is zero

3
(3) b:i5ic variables is positive

20. The following assignment problem pertains to the time taken by the ptogrammers to

develop different programmes :

Programmers

Programmes A B C

I r20 100 80

II 80 90 110

trI ll0 140 120

Then the roral minimrm tim rcquired for developing the said programmes is

(2) non-basic variables is zero

(4) non-basic variables Positive

(3) 300 (4) None of these



21- In systematic sampling, if the population size is 200 and the selected sample size is 40,
then the sampling interval is :

(3) l0

The Mahalanobis distance of an observation r = (x1, x2, x3, ....., xNyr from a set of
observations with mean F = ([rr , llz, lL3, lrrv )' and covariance maftix .S is defined as :

frl J(x-p)rS-r(r-p) (2) (r-Ir)ro-r(r-p)

(4) None of these(3) (r-p)rs-r(, -p)2

24. For large n, Hotelling's 12statistic (r-Fo)rs-,(;-lro) is distributed as :

(3) x'zP

(1) 3

(l) tn-z

A sample of 16 items from an infinite population

standard error of sampling distribution of mean is :

(l) I

(4) None of these

having standard deviation 4. The

(4) 40

(4) None of these

(2) 4

(2) s

(2) Fn-r,o

(3) 3

(2) maximum

(4) None of these

25. If we have two sets of variables, x1, x2, ......, xn and y1 , !2. ...-.., lmand there are
correl&tions among the variables, then canonical correlation analysis will enable us to
hnd linear combinations of the x's and the y's which have . .... correlation with
each other.

(l) minimum

(3) zero

26. Scree plot is associated with :

(l ) Discriminant Analysis (2) Canonical Correlation

(3) Principle Component Analysis (4) None of these

27. Given that EIX + 4) - 10 and EIX + 4)2 = fi6, then Var(X) is equal to :

(1) 4 (2) 8

(3) t2 (4) 16

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-yy(B) P. T. O.
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Three varieties A, B, C of wheat are tested in

degrees of freedom for error will be :

,B

a RBD with 4 rePlications. Jhen the

(1) 4

(3) 6

29. Relative efficiency of LSD over RBD when m rows are taken as blocks is given by :

(2) s

(4) 12

(1)
MSC +(w-L)MSR

zMSE

MSC +(m-l)MSE
mMSE

30. The method of confounding is a device to reduce the size of :

(3)

(1) Experiment

(3) Replication

31. If a Binomial

distrlfuted as :

(1) N(4, 16)

(3) 8(114, 16)

(2) Blocks

(4) Treatments

variate (X) is distributed with mean 4 and variance 3, then X is

(2) B(4, u4)

(4) 8(16, U4\

92. If a random variable X has the following p'd'f'

, (x-6)2

.1Q; lL, c2) = ,6uT ,]L, o2 > o, then we have :

(1) X - N(3, 9) Q) X - N(6' 3)

(3) X - N(6, 9) (4) X - N(3' 6)

MPII/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statisti csXSET-Yy(B)



33' If moment generating function of a distribution is e
the distribution is :

, (t)U2 Q)2
(3)+ @)6

34. A random variabre x has a mean g and variance 9 and an
distribution, then p(4 <x < 20) is :

, then standard deviation of

unknown probability

(1) less than ll4

(3) less than t5l16

(2) more than 15116

(4) None of these

A medical doctor wants to reduce blood sugar level of all his patients by altering their
diet' He finds that the mean sugar level of all patients is r80 with a standard deviation
of 18' Nine of his patients start dieting and the mean of the sample is observed to be
175. What is the standard error of the mean ?

(r\ 2 (2) + (3) o. (4) None of these

The fact that the sampling distribution of sample means can be approximated by a
normf probability distribution whenever the sample size is large is based on the :

(1) central limit theorem

(2) fact that we have tables of areas for the normal distribution

(3) assumption that the population has a normal distribution

(4) None of these alternatives is correct

37- As the sampre size increases, the variability among the sample means :

(l) increases

(2) decreases

(3) remains the same

(a) depends upon the specific population being sampled

f f, EilmJRSEF-ZXXy(StstisticsXSET_y)(B)
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LetYl < Y2 < Y3 < Y4denote the order statistics of a random sample of size 4 from a

distribution having p.d.f /(,) = 
{'J , .[J;' , *", {} *) is equar :

243

4s6

243

256

(2)r45
256

213

356

(1)

(4)(3)

39. A property of a point estimator that occurs whenever larger sample sizes tend to

providepointestimatesclosertothepopulationparameter,isknownas:

(1) efficiencY

(3) consistency

(2) unbiased samPling

(4) relative estimation

40. The hospital period, in days, for patients following treatment fo1 a certain type of

kidney disorder is a rando. ,rriuUt. Y = X + 4 where X has the density function

t I Q2)- : x)0 r. r---r^-..^-r^r-r-vic
.f Gi=l u*r, ' " 

, then the p.d.f. of random variable ris :

I o ; elsewhere

( <tz>l-; ; Y>4
(1) g(y)=ityl'

|. 0 ; elsewhere

tlq ; v>4
(3) g(y)=ltyl'

L 0 ; elsewhere

I t:zl- ; y>4
(2) g(y)={(y++)r

I O ; elsewhere

l-19, ; v>o
(4) s(y) - 1(y++)'

I O ; elsewhere

41. F(e) is a function of the complex variable z= x + iy givenby F(e) =iz* l<Re(z) +

ilm(z).For what value of k will F(z) satisfy Cauchy-Riemann Equations ?

(1) 0 (2) |

(3) -l (4) Y

M PH/PHD/URS-E E'2020l(Statisti csXSET -Yy(B)
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a 42. Suppose/and g are entire functions and g(z) * 0 for all z e C.lt Wz)l S lg(z)1, then we

conclude that :

(l) f (z)+0forallze C

(2) f is a constant function

(3) /(0) = 0

(4) For some c e C,J\z) = c.gk)

43. I-et C be the circle of radius 2 with centre at origin in a complex plane, oriented in the

anti-clockwise direction. Then the integral 6 d' - equal to :

bk-t)'

(r) 0 (2) 1

44. In which of the following method, we approximate the curve of solution by the tangent

in ffih interval ?

@*

(l) Euler's method

(3) Newton's method

The Newton-Raphson method formula

from the equation *2 - R = 0 is :

(4) 2ni

(2) Picard's method

(4) Runge-Kutta's method

for hnding the square root of a real number R

(2) xi+r =

45.

(1) xi*r
3xi

2

)(,,,

_xi
2

(3) xi*r =;(-l+) (4) ri+r =

rerf,/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statisti csX S ET -Yy(B) P. T. O.
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46. In Regula-Falsi method' the first approximation is given by :

4T.Therealrootoftheequation5x_2cosx-1(upto2decimalaccuracy)is:
(2) 0.s6

(4) 0.s4

4g. Consider an ordinary differential equatio" * = 4t + 4'If x = xs att = 0' the increment

in x calcurated using Runge_Kutta fourth order multi-step method with a step size of

(1) 0.44

(3) o.s2

&=0.2is:

(r) o.22

(3) 0.66

(1) 1.000

(3) 1.111

(1) CauchY's theorem

(3) Lagrange's Theorem

(1) zero

(3) less than 1

MpH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(Statisti csXSET -Y)/(B)

Q) 0.44

(4) q.88

1

49. Thepintegpl l?La, when calculated by using Simpson's i rute on two

tLx

equal sub-intervals each of length 1' equals :

(2) 1.098

(4) 1.120

50. The theorem that states', Every bounded sequence has a limit point" is :

5l.Abranchingprocessiscalledsubcriticalifthemeanoftheoffsprings(m)is:

(2) Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem

(4) None of the above

(2) more than 1

(4) None of these



52. If the mean of the off springs (lz) is less than l, then the probability of extinction is :

(2) |

(4) None of these

53. Which of the following is not a stochastic matrix ?

(l\ zero

(3) between 0 and I

(l) 25 and 1

(3) I and 1/5

(r\ y
(3) 6

(2) t2

(4) None of these

r..

r1

(ttz r/2)(3)[r 
oJ

54. The Eigen values of a matrix l=(3
Iz

o\
1l *" 5 and l. The Eigen values of A2 are:
3)

(2) 10 and2

(4) None of these

55. If Chi-square distribution has 12 degree of freri, then the variance of the distribution is :

56. Local control in experimental designs is meant to :

(l) reduce experiential error

(2) increase the efficiency of the design

(3) to form homogeneous blocks

( ) all the above None of the above

57. If net reproduction rate is greater than 1, then it will result :

(1) no increase in population (2) decrease in population

(3) exponential increase in population (4) increase in population

Ill HIDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Yy(B) P. T. O.
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Given the following LPP :

Max; Z=xt*2x2+3x3

Sub to

\+5x2+44310
x1*6x2+ 8-r3 < 15

X1,X2,X3 ) 0

then which of the following may be a basic feasible to the above problem.:

(1) rl = l, xz=1, x3 =2

(3) rr = 4, xz=2, x, =- 1

59. l-et X i- N(p, oz ), i = 1,2,3, 4, then an unbiased estimator of p is :

(2) rt =1, xz= 5, 13 = 0

(4) None of these

2(Xl+ X2\+ X3+ X4tztT

,0, *: of these

(2) C. R. Rao

(4) G.B. Dantzig

quadratic form lOxl + zxl + 5x! + 6x24 -

2 and 2 resPectivelY

2 and I resPectivelY

(1)

(3)

Xl+X2+X3-X4
3

3X +X2+X3-X4

61.

Who is known as the Father of LPP ?

trl ffn. Fisher

(3) Hotelling T

The index and signature of the

10x3x1 - 44x2 are :

(l) 3and3resPectivelY

(3) 1 and2resPectivelY

(2)

(4)

62- The sequen ce xn =ln(2n3 + 2) -ln(5n3 +2n2 + 4) converges to :

(1) 0 Q) -h? @n?)
(4) ?

5
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dl. Every bounded subset of R2

(1) Compact

(3) Totally Bounded

64. A bounded function f : la, b)

which of the following condition ?

(2) Connected

(4) Complete

+ R may not Riemann Integrable for

(l) / is continuous

(2) f is monotone

(3) Measure of point of discontinuity of/is zero

(a) / has uncountable point of discontinuity

65. A sequence sn is said to be bounded if :

(1) there exists a number l, such that lsrl< A ior all n e N

r
(2) t['ere exists areal numberp such that lsrl<pfor all n e N

(3) there exists a positive real number /< such that I sr l < /< for all n e N

(4)thereexistsapositiverealnumbermsuchthatls,l<

ne N

66. The set of all limit points of the set S = ,fn)ne
It I{-+-
lmn
(2) 0

(4) None of these

(1) Q

(3) 
{1u{o},,,. 

Ni

Erf,./PHDruRS-EE-2020/(Statistics)(SET-Y/(B) P. T. O.
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67. Which of these functions is not uniformly continuous on (0, 1) ?

68. An analytic function with constant modulus is :

(2) ti"
x

(4) flx) = I for x e (0, 1),"f(0) =flI) = 0

(2) A constant

(4) None of the above

(2) R=o"

(4) R =5

(r) +x-

(3) sin x

Radius of convergence R of the power series I:=, 
(z -!)n '' '

Hn=l 
nn

(l) Z.ero

(3) Identity map

(l) R=0

(3) R=1

3

70. Consider the functionl\z) = ez . Then e = Ois :

(|) A pole

(2) A removable singularitY

(3) An essential singularitY

(4) None of the above

71. The geometric mean of Laspeyer's and Paache's indices is :

(1) Bowley's Ideal Index

(2) Fisher's Index

(3) Chain Index

(4) Marshal and Edgeworth's Index

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET'Yy(B)
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72. Seasonal variations repeat with :

(1) one year

(3) five years

73. A good index number is one that satisfies :

(1) Circular Test

(3) Factor Reversal Test

74. Vital rates are customarily expressed as :

(l) per ten thousand

(3) percentages

75. The trend is determined by :

(1) Link Relative Method

(2) ffitio to Trend Method

(3) Ratio-to-Moving Method

(4) None of these

76. Fertility rate provides an adequate basis for :

(l) population growth

(2) family planning

(2) two years

(4) None of the Treatments

(2) Time Reversal Test

(4) All the above Tests

per thousand

None of these

(2)

(4)

(3) checking the infant mortality

(4) None of these

Im/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-yy(B) P. T. O.
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77. Time Reversal Test is satisfied when :

(l) Por x4o (2) Por x 4o

(4) None of the above

factorial experiment in blocks of 4 plots involving78.

(3) Por x P,o < I

In the following replicate

three fertilizer N, P and K:
ofa23

Block I Np npk (1) K

Block 2 P n PK NK

then the confounded factor is :

(1) NPK (2) NK

'a

(4) None of the above(3) I.{P

For arertain experiment laid out in an LSD with four treatments with SST = 10.035,

SSB = 22.25,SSC = 45.25,TSS = 86.33 and Fs.s5 (3,6) = 4.76,then Hs : t1 = t2 = t3

=t4 l

(1) is rejected

(3) may be rejected

(2) is accepted

(4) None of these

80. In a railway marshalling yard, goods trains arrive at a rate of 30 trains per day.

Assuming that the inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution and the service

time distribution is also exponential with an average of 36 minutes, then the expected

queue size of the trains is :

(l) I (2) 2

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET-Y/(B)
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81. rf 0<x<2,0<y<l
elsewhere

0\ E6n> E(n .Eq)

(3) E(xY) = E(x) .E(n

(2) E(xY) < E(x) .E(n

g) E(xn = E(n + E(n

vmg

).035,

"-t3

r day.

ervice

pected

83.

Which of the following statements is true ?

(1) Unbaised estimator is always efficient

(2) Consistent estimator is always unbiased

(3) Unbaised estimator is always consistent

(4) MLE is always a function of sufficient statistics

Suppose 10 rats are used in a biomedical study where they are injected with cancer

cells and then given a cancer drug that is designed to increase their survival rate. The

survival times following exponential distribution are 14, l']., 27, 18, 12, 8, 22, 13, 19

and 12, then M.L.E. of the mean survival time is :

r
(l) l4.s (2) 16.2 (3) 18 (4) 20

A random sample is taken from B(5, p) population to test Ils : p = l/2 against

Ht: p =O,7, it is decided that we reject llg when X>3, then the power of 'test is

approximately equal to :

(l) 0.s (2) 0.7s (3) 0.84 (4) None of these

85. If a hypothesis llsis rejected at .01 level of significance, then it :

(1) will be accepted at 0.05 level of significance

(2) may not be rejected at .l0level of significance

(3) will be rejected at .10level of significance

(4) None of these

Ff, ,PID/URS-EE -2020(StatisticsxsET -Yy(B)
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g6. Given o = 6, V = 25,sample mean - 23 andthe degree of precession require d is 997o,

(z =2.58) the sample size required is approximately equal to :

87. LetXbe the number of offspring of a bacteria with p.m.f.

'[l)* . ft = 0, 1,2, -.... the E(x) is equal to :P(X=*)= o\o)

(1) s0 (2) 60 (3) 70

(1) 3 (2) 2 (3) I

88. The variance of the stratified sampling mean (Y",) is:

(4) 80

(4\ 4

89. In a SRSWOR, if ) = 50, n = 100, N= 500, then the estimated population total is :

(1) 2s0 (2) s00 (3)'2s00 (4) 25000

90. In S.S, the bais of the ratio estimator ^R is given :

(2) B1n;=*$"

(4) None of these

91. If for any distribution, mean > median > mode, then the distribution is called :

(2) positively skewed

(4) None of these

92. If two variables are independent, then the correlation between them is :

(1) -1 Q) |

(3) between -l and I (4) zero

M PH/PHDruRS-EE'2020/(Statisti csxSET -Yy(B)
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Regression equations of two variables X and Y are as follows :

3X + 2Y - 26 =0 and 6X + Y - 31 = 0,

then the coefficient of correlation between X and Y is :

(l) 0.s (2) 0.16 (3) 0.8 (4) - 0.s

X I 2 3 4 5

Y 3 4 5 6 1

94. If the random variables X, Y and Z have the means Vr= 3, Py = 5 and V, = 2,

variances azr= 8, o', = 12 and o] = 18 and Cov(X, Y) = 1, Cov (X.,4 = -3 and

Cov (Y, 4 = 2,then the Cov of U - X + 4Y + 22 andV = 3X -Y -Zis :

(1) s4 (2) -76 (3) e5 (4) None of these

95. For a distribution, the four central moments were obtained as :

Fl = 0, llz= O-933, F3 = 0 and V+ = 2.533,

then the distribution is :

(l) Platykurtic

(3) trptokurtic

}96. A raridom sample of 27 pairs of observations from a normal population gave r = 0.6. If
ls.s5 /or 25 d. f . =2.M, then r is :

(2) Mesokurtic

(4) None of these

(2) In-significant

(4) None of these

(1) Significant

(3) Irast significant

is given by :

(1) r=2.5-X
(3) f =2+X

97. Regression equation of X on Ifor the following data :

(2)

(4)

X=1.5+5I

X-2+Y
RS-E E-2020(StatisticsxsET -Yy(B ) P. T. O.
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98. A student obtained the following two regression equations for a set of Outu based

two variables

O( - l5Y =21,21X + l4Y = 56, then :

(l) Equations are not correctly obtained

(2) Equations are correctly obtained

(3) Fquations have no solutions

(4) None of these

99. The probability mass function of a random variable X is as follows :

X 0 I 2 3 4 5

flx) k2 kl4 5 kt2 kl4 2k2 k2

then the value of k is :

100. LetX - N(8, 25), then standard

(3) U4 (4) 4

normal variate (SNV) will be :

(2) Z =x -2
5

(t) u2 (2) U3

(l)
3

(3) z=1#

x-8
L--

25

x-8(4) z-

!\PH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET-Y)/(B)
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1. The geometric mean of Laspeyer's and Paache's indices is :

(l) Bowley's Ideal Index

(2) Fisher's Index

(3) Chain Index

(4) Marshal and Edgeworth's Index

Seasonal variations repeat with :

(1) one yem

(3) five years

two years

None of the Treatments

per thousand

None of these

(2)

(4)

3. A good index number is one that satisfies :

(1) Circular Test (2) .Time Reversal Test

(3) Factor Reversal Test
ID

4. Vital rates are customarily expressed as :

(1) per ten thousand

(3) percentages

5. The trend is determined by :

(1) Link Relative Method

(2) Ratio to Trend Method

(3) Ratio-to-Moving Method

(4) None of these

MPMHDruR$EE-2020(Statisti csXSET-Y)(C)

(4) All the above Tests

(2)

(4)
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6. Fertility rate provides an adequate basis for :

(l) population growth

(2) family planning

(3) checking the infant mortality

(4) None of these

7- Time Reversal Test is satisfied when :

(1) PslxPls =0 (2) PslxPls =1

(3) Po, x Prs < I (4) None of the above

In the following replicate of a 23 factorial experiment in blocks of 4 plots involving

three fertiliz.er N, P and K:

Block 1 Np npk (1) K

F
Block 2 P n PK NK

then the confounded factor is :

(1) NPK

(3) r{P

(2) NK

(4) None of the above

9. For a certain experiment laid out in an LSD with four treatrnents with SST = 10.035,

SSB = 22.25, SSC =45.25, TSS = 86.33 and Fs.s5(3,6) = 4.76,then Ho: t, = tz = t3
\

-1-t4.

(l) is rejected (2) is accepted

(3) may be rejected (4) None of these

ffi ,I[D/LrR$E E"Z)20(Statisti csXSE T -Y)/(C )
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10. In a railway marshalling yard, goods trains arrive at a rate of 30 trains per day.

Assuming that the inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution and the service

time distribution is also exponential with an average of 36 minutes, then the expected

queue size of the trains is :

(4) 4(3) 3

11. rf .f(x, r)=[!_'J ; o< x<2',0<v<1,th"n,

I O ; elsewhere

(l) I (2) 2

0) E6n> E(n .E(n

(3) E(xY) - E(n .EU)

(1) 14.5 (2) 16.2

(1) 0.s (2) 0.7s

Q) E(xn < E(x) .E(n

@) E(xn - E(n + EV)

(3) l8 (4) 20

12. Which of the following statements istrue ?

(l) Unbaised estimator is always efficient

(2) Consistent estimator is always unbiased ..

(3) Unbaised estimator is always consistent
F

(4) MLE is always a function of sufhcient statistics

13. Suppose 10 rats are used in a biomedical study where they are injected with cancer

cells and then given a cancer drug that is designed to increase their survival rdte. The

survival times following exponential distribution are 14, lJ, n, 18, 12, 8,22, 13, 19

and 12, then M.L.E. of the nrean survival time is :

14. A random sample is taken from B(5, p) population to test Ils : p = ll2 against

Ht : p = 0,J,it is decided that we reject f16 when X > 3, then the power of test is

approximately equal to :

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET'Yy(C)

(3) 0.84 (4) None of these
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15. If a hypothesis fls is rejected at .01 level of significance, then it :

(1) will be accepted at 0.05 level of significance

(2) may not be rejected at .l0level of significance

(3) will be rejected at .l0level of signihcance

(4) None of these

Given o = 6, lL = 2l,sample mean = 23 andthe degree of precession require d is 99Vo,

(Z -2.58) the sample size required is approximately equal to :

(l) 50 (2) 60 (3) 70 (4) 80

16.

17. LetX be the number of offspring of a bacteria with p.m.f.

p(x =r) = lf1)r, k = o, r,2,..... the E(x) is equar to :

4\4 )
(1) 3

18. The variance of the stratified sampling mean (yr;) is:

(l) 250 (2) s00 (3) 2s00

20. In SRS, the bais of the ratio estimator fr is given :

(2) 2 (3) 1

(2) r(iQ) =

(4) 4

(4) 25000

(3) ,i=,(;-i)*,,r
19. In aSRSWOR, if ) =50, n=l0O,N=500, thentheestimatedpopulationtotalis:

(l) B1F1= 
co'(R'l)

x

(3) "o'@' r)
Y

MPf, /PHDruRSE,E,-2020 I (Statistics)(SET -Yy(C)
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21. If for any distribution, mean > median > mode, then the distribution is called :

22. If two variables are independent, then the correlation between them is :

(l) negatively skewed

(3) symmetric

(1) -l
(3) between -l and I

(2) positively skewed

(4) None of these

(2) |

(4) zero

(3) es

(2) Mesokurtic

(4) None of these

'(.

23. Regression equations of two variables X and y are as follows :

3X+2Y-26=O and6X+Y- 3l =0,

then the coefficient of correlation between X and y is :

(l) 0.s (2) 0.16 (3) 0.8 (4) - 0.s

24. If the random variables X, Y and Z have the means F, = 3, py = 5 and lL, = 2,

variances C2* = 8, G', = 12 and, 62, = 18 and Cov(X, Y) = 1, Cov (X, A = -3 and

Cov (Y, Z) = 2, then the Cov of U - X + 4Y +.22 and.V = 3X -Y -Z is :

(1) s4

-
25. For a distribution, the four central moments were obtained as :

pl = 0, ttz= 0.933, 1f,3 = 0 and pq = 2.533,

then the distribution is :

(2) -16 (4) None of these

(l) Platykurtic

(3) kptokurtic

A random sample of 27 pairs of observations from a normal population gave r = 0.6. If
/s.95 /or 25 d. f . =2.06, then r is :

(1) Significant (2) In-significanr

(3) kast significant (4) None of these

MPH/PHDruRS-E E -202 0/(Statisti csXSET-Yy(C) P. T. O.
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27. Regression equation of X on I/for the following data :

is given by :

(1) v=2.5-X (2)X=1.5+5Y (3) r=2+X (4)X=2+Y

A student obtained the following two regression equations for a set of data based on

two variables

6X - lsY =2l,2lX + l4Y = 56, then :

(1) Equations are not correctly obtained

(2) Equations are correctly obtained

(3) Eguations have no solutions

(4) None of these

The probability mass function of a random variable X is as follows :

(t) u2 (2) U3 (3) U4 (4) 4

30. LetX- N(8, 25), then standard normal variate (sNv) will be :

(l) z=

(3) z-

x-2(2) 
'= ,

x -8
25

x -8
10

31. The index and signature

10-r3x1 - 4xP2 are :

(1) 3and3resPectivelY

(3) 1 and2resPectivelY

x -8(4) z-

of the quadratic form 10x12 + 2x22 + 5x! + 6x24 -

2 and 2 respectivelY

2 and 1 respectivelY

(2)

(4)

X I 2 3 4 5

Y 3 4 5 6 7

X 0 I 2 3 4 5

flx) k2 kt4 5 klz H4 2k2 k2

thEn the value of /< is :

MPMHDruRS-EE'2020/(StatisticsxSET -Y)/(C)



The sequence

(1) 0 Q\ -tn?
5

o> n?
5

(2) Connected

xn =ln(2n3 +2)-ln(523 +2n2 + 4) converges to :

(4) ?
5

Every bounded subset of R2

(1) Compact

D (3) Totally Bounded (4) Complete

34. A bounded function f : fa, b) -) R may not Riemann Integrable for

which of the following condition ?

(l) / is continuous

(2) f is monotone

(3) Measure of point of discontinuity of/is zero

(4) f has uncountable point of discontinuity

35. A sequence s, is said to be bounded if :

(l) t$:re exists a number l, such that lsr l < A for all n e N

(2) thereexists areal numberp suchthat lsnl<p for allne N

(3) there exists a positive real number t such that lsrl < /< for all n e N

(4)thereexistsapositiverealnumbermsuchthatls,l<
ne N

{t * !.*.n ls} i. 
'lmn )

36. The set of all limit points of the set S =

(l) 0

r:l 
{1,J{o}, 

*. N\

(2) 0

(4) None of these

\ I PH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(Statistics) ( SET-Yy(C) P. T. O.
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97. which of these functions isnot uniformly continuous on (0, 1) ?

38. An analytic function with constant modulus is :

(2) gll
x

(a) flx) = I for x e (0, 1),"f(0) =flI) = 0

(2) A constant

(4) None of the above

(2) R=".

(4) R =5

(2) more than I

(4) None of these

(1) +x-

(3) sin x

(l\ Zero

(3) Identity map

(l) zero

(3) between 0 and I

MPH/PHDruRS'E E-2020l(Statistics)(SET -Y/(C)

Radius of convergence R of the power series t:, 
(z -t5)' t' '

un=t 
nn

(l) R=0

(3)R=l
3..

40. Consider the function J\z) = ez. Then z = 0 is :

(l) fpole

(2) A removable singularitY

(3) An essential singularitY

(4) None of the above

41. A branching process is called subcritical if the mean of the off springs (m) is :

(1) zero

(3) less than 1

42. If the mean of the off springs (m) is less than l, then the probability of extinction is :

(2) |

(4) None of these

c
8



43. Which of the following isnot a stochastic matrix ?

4- The Eigen values of a matrix

(r) 25 and 1

(3) I and 1/5

(r) 24

(3) 6

(2) 10 and2

(4) None of these

(l)

r/ 2\
Lt 2)

(o

[-,

(ttz
[,

(3)

t)

e=P ') *. 5 and 1. The Eigen values of A2 are:
[2 3)

45. If Chi-square distribution has 12 degree of free, then the variance of the distribution is :

(2) 12

(4) None of these

46. Local control in experimental designs is meant to :

(1) tEduce exPeriential error

(2) increase the efFrciency of the design

(3) to form homogeneous blocks

(4) all the above None of the above

47. If net reproduction rate is greater than 1, then it will result :

(1) no increase in PoPulation

(2) decrease in PoPulation

(3) exponential increase in population

(4) increase in PoPulation

xm/PIIDruRS-EE-202{y(Statistics)(SET-Yy(C)
P. T. O.
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Given the following LPP :

Max: Z = xr]-2x2*3x3

Sub to

x1*5x2+4x3 (10

4*6x2+8x3 S15

X1,X2,x3 ) 0

then which of the following may be a basic feasible to the above problem :

49. l-et X i- N(p, o2 ), i = 1,2,3, 4, then an unbiased estimator of p is :

50. WhtPis known as the Father of LPP ?

(1) R.A. Fisher

(3) Hotelling T

(1) xl = l, xz= l, x3 =2

(3) xr =4, xz=2, x3 =- 1

Xl+X2+X3-X4
3

3X +X2+X3-X4

(1) 3 (2) 4

(2) s

(2) xt =1, x2= 5, 13 = 0

(4) None of these

(2) C. R. Rao

(4) G.B. Dantzig

(1)

(3)

51. In systematic sampling, if the population size is 200 and the selected sample size is 40'

then the samPling interval is :

(4) None of these

having standard deviation 4. The
A sample of 16 items from an infinite population

standard error of sampling distribution of mean is :

(3) 3

(1) I

MPH/PHDruRS'EE-2020(StatisticsXSET'Yy(C)
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The Matralanobis distance of an observation.r = (xy, x2, x3, ....., xN)r from a set of

observations with mean p = (Fr , lL2,lL3, lrry )t and covariance matrix S is defined as :

(3) (r-tr)rs-r(r-p)2

(2) (r-p)ro-r(x-p)

(4) None of these

For large n, Hotelling's I2statistic (- - po)I S-l(t - Po) is distributed as :

(l) t"-z (2) Fo-o,o (3) x" (4) None of these

55. If we have two sets of variables, xy, x2 x, and !t, lz ', !^ffid there are

correlations among the variables, then canonical correlation analysis will enable us to

find linear combinations of the x's and the y's which have . .... correlation with

each other.

40,

(l) minimum

(3) zero

ScrtE plot is associated with :

(1) Discriminant Analysis

(3) Principle ComPonent AnalYsis

Given that EIX + 4l = l0 and E[x + 412

(1) 4

(3) t2

Three varieties A, B, C of wheat are

degrees of freedom for error will be :

(1) 4

(3) 6

(2) maximum

(4) None of these

(2) Canonical Correlation

(4) None of these

= 116, then Var(X) is equal to :

(2) 8

(4) 16

tested in a RBD with 4 replications. Then the

frl J(x-p)rs-r(r-lr)

(2) s

(4) t2

I IPH/PHDruR$EE-2020(StatisticsXSET'Y/(C) P. T. O.
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Relative efficiency of LSD over RBD when ,n rows are taken as blocks is giveh by :

MSC +(m-l)MSR MSR +(n-\)MSE
(2)(1)

(3)

mMSE

MSC +(m-l)MSE (4) None of these
mMSE

60. The method of confounding is a device to reduce the size of :

mMSE

(l) Experiment

(3) Replication

61. Given the following LPP

Max : Z --4x1*8x2

Sub to

(r) -2 (2) o

(2) Blocks

(4) Treatments

2xy*2x2215

x1* x2 =15

- \, X2 )-0

then number of artificial variables to be introduced is :

(l) I (2) 2 (3) 3

62. The value of the following game :

(4) 4

Stratgglgr ptleyglE

Strategies of Player A

I il III

I -l 2 -2

il 6 4 -6

TI 6 4 -2

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Y)/(C)
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6lI A saddle point of the game exists if :

(1) MinMax = Maxmin

(3) MinMax < Maxmin

64. Assignment Problem is solved using :

(1) Rule of Dominace

(3) Hungarian Method

(2) MinMax > Maxmin

(4) None of these

(2) North West Corner Rule

(4) None of these

(2) 3 constraints

(4) None of these

65. If an Lpp has 3 variables and 4 constraints, then its corresponding dual problem will

have:

(l) 2constrains

(3) 4 constraints

66. The dimension of the subspac e W = t(x, y, z)h + y + z= 0) of R3 is :

(1) I Q|3

(3)€ (4) o

67. lflt B and C denote the subsets of a vector space V, then which of the

following statements is correct ?

(1) If B c. C and C spans V, then B spans V'

(2\ If B c C and C is independent, then B is independent'

(3) If B c.C, then sPan(C) =span(B)'

(4) IfB E C and C is dependent, then B is dependent'

68. If the sum of two eigen values and trace of 3 x 3 matrix are equal' then

the value of lAl is :

(1) I Q)

(3) 
' 

(4)

fPtr/PHDruRS-EE 2020(StatisticsXSET'Y)/(C)
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69. The matnx A = [-tot9
Isin 0

R has real eigen values if and only if:

O =Znn* I fo. some integer n
2

O =2nn* 1 fo, some integer n
4

(1) e = nfifor some itteger n

(3) There is no restriction on 0 (4)

(2)

(2) Orttrogonal

(4) Singular

(2) |

(4) y

70. A linear transformation y = Ax is said to be orthogonal if the matrix A is :

(1) Orthonormal

(3) Symmetric

71. F(e) is afunction of thecomplex variable z= x + iygivenbyF(e) =iz* l<Re(z)+

ilmk).For what value of k will F(z) satisfy Cauchy-Riemann Equations ?

(1) 0

(3) -1

Suppose/and I are entire functions and g(z) * 0 for all e e C' If !^z)l < lg(e)|, then we

conclude that :

p

(l) /(z) + 0 for all ze C

(2) /is a constant function

(3) /(0) = 0

(4) For some c e C,flz) = c.8(z)

79. Let C be the circle of radius 2 with centre at origin in a complex plane, oriented in the

anti-clockwise direction. Then the integral [ .4:- equal to :- bk-r)'
(l)o Q)r

(3) I (4) 2ni
2ni

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(statisti cs)(SET-Y)/(C)
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74. In which of the following method, we approximate the curve of solution by the tangent

in each interval ?

(l) Euler's method

(3) Newton's method

(2) Picard's method

(4) Runge-Kutta's method

al

7xi

2

;[,.,-

enby:

bf (a)

f (a)

bf (a)

f (b)

lecimal

, the firs

ation 5x

r)+

we

75. The Newton-Raphson method formula for finding the square root of a real number R

from the equation *2 - R = 0 is :

(r) xi*r =t

(3) xi+t =i[,.;)

76. In Regula-Falsi method

,) af(a)-bf(b)
f (b\- f (a\

r
(3) af(a)-bf(b)

f (a)- f (b)

77. The real root of the equ

(t) o.M

(2)

(4)

approximati

(2)

(4)

-2cos-r-1

(2)

R)
-lxi)

accuracy) is :

(3) 0.s2 (4) o.s4

78. Consider an ordinary differential equation 
d{ 

= 4, + 4.lf x= r0 8t t =O,the increment'dt
in x calculated using Runge-Kutta fourth order multi-step method with a step size of
&=0.2is:

(t) o.22 (2) 0.44

(3) 0.66 (4) 0.88

pf,/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSBT-Yy(C) P. T. O.
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two'" l-d* when calculated by using Simpson's
The integral l, ;
equal sub-interval. 

"u"t' 
of length 1' equals :

1 .ol" on
3

go. The theorem that states" Every bounded sequence has a limit point" is :

(1) 1.000

(3) 1.111

(1) CauchY's theorem

(3) Lagrange's Theorem

(1) N(4, 16)

(3) B(1/4, 16)

(2) 1.098

(4) 1.120

(2) Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem

(4) None of the above

(2) X-N(6,3)

(4) X-N(3,6)

81. If a Binomiat variate (x) is distributed with mean 4 and variance 3' then X is

distributed as :

(2) B(4,114)

(4) 8(16, rl4)

82. If a random variable X has the following p'd'f'

(x-6't2

/g[r, o2) = #'T 'v'62 > o' then we have :

g3. If moment generating function of a distribution ,, ,u'*i'', then standard deviation of

(r) x-N(3,9)

(3) X-N(6,9)

the distribution is :

(t\ 1t2

(3) 4

84. A random variable X has a mean 8

distribution, then P(4 <x < 20) is :

(1) less than 1/4 Q)

(3) less than 15/16 (4)

MPII/PHDruRS'EE-2020(statisti cs) (SET'Y)/(C )
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A medical doctor wants to reduce blood sugar level of all his patients by alt#ng their

diet. He finds that the mean sugar level of all patients is 180 with a standard deviation

of lg. Nine of his patients start dieting and the mean of the sample is observed to be

175. What is the standard error of the mean ?

(4) None of these(2) 4 (3) 6

Kis

0\2

G Tb fact that the sampling distribution of sample means can be approximated by a

normal plobability distribution whenever the sample size is large is based on the :

(l) central limit theorem

(2) fact that we have tables of areas for the normal distribution

(3) assumption that the population has a normal distribution

(4) None of these alternatives is correct

87. As the sample size increases, the variability zrFong the sample means :

(l) increases'r
(2) decreases

(3) remains the same

(4) depends upon the specific population being sampled

gS. l*t yl < y2 < y3 < Y4denote the order statistics of a random sample of size 4 from a

(zx o < " '", then ,(i *) is equal :distribution having p.d-f. f (x)')
IO , elsewher

on of

rbility 145

256

213

356

(1) Q\ 243

456

243
@\

256
(3)

\IPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET -YY( C) P. T. O.
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Sg.Apropertyofapointestimatorthatoccurswheneverlargersamplesizestendto
providepointestimatesclosertothepopulationparametef,isknownas:

(1) efficiencY

(3) consistency

(1) 1 Q)2

92. State 1is:

(1) Persistent

(3) transient null

93. The Markov Chain is :

(l) ineducible

(3) closed

MPH/PHD/I JRS-EE 2020(StatisticsXSET'YXC)

(2) unbiased samPling

(4) relative estimation

90. The hospital period in days, for patients following treatment fo1 a certain type of

kidney disorder is a random variaUte Y - X + 4 where X has the density function

I tlzl- : x)0 r -r^--.^-.!^Lr^vic.
f (x) =] U*' ' -' 

, then the p'd'f' of random variable Yis :

|. 0 ; elsewhere

( ttzlt----;; Y>4
(1) g(v)=itv)'

I o ; elsewhere

t!+ ; y>4 (^\ -/,,\ 
( ol

(3) g(y)=tf , ",rl_*.. 
(4) g(v)=lry

91. The Markov Chain is periodic with period :

; y>4

; elsewhere

; y>0

; elsewhere

(4) 4(3) 3

(2) transient

(4) transient non-null

(2) reducible

(4) None of these
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dto Which of the following is true ?

(l) p= pz

(3) p= po

Number of basic feasible solution

destinations is :

(2) p= p
(4) p= p

in a transportation problem with 4 origins and 3

3

4

(l) 3 (2) 4

96. The following game problem with the payoff matrix :

The above problem can be solved using :

(1) Graphical method
p

(3) MinMax Principle

For what values of K,
determinable ?

(3) s (4) 6

97.

(2) Rule of Dominance

(4) Simplex Method

the game with the following payoff matrix is strictly

Strategies of Player B

Strategies of Player A

I II III

I I -l 3

II 3 5 -3

m 6 2 -2

Strategies of Player B

Strategies of Player A

I II m

I K 6 2

II -l K -7

III I 4 K

(l) K> 0

(3) -l <K<2

(2) t<K<2
(4) None of these

RS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET -Yy(C ) P. T. O.
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98. If a Primal Problem (Maximization) has optimal value equal to 60, then the optimal

value of the coresponding dual can be :

(l) ss (2) se (3) 61

degenerate ifone ofthe :

(4) None of these

99. A solution to an LPP is said to be

(1) basic variables is zero

(3) basic variables is positive

100. The following assignment problem

develop different programmes :

Then *e total minimum time

(r) 280 (2) zeo

(2) non-basic variables is zero

(4) non-basic variables positive'

pertains to the time taken by the programmers to

required for developing the said

(3) 300

programmes is

(4) None of these

Programmers

Programmes A B C

I 120 100 80

II 80 90 110

m 110 140 t20

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET -Yy(C)
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1. If a Binomial variate

distributed as :

(r) N(4, 16)

(3) B(ll4,16)

(X) is distributed with mean 4 and variance 3, then X is

x - N(3, 9)

x - N(6, 9)

the distribution is :

(t) u2

(3) 4
p

4. A random variable X has a mean

distribution, then P(-4 < x < 20) is :

(l) less than ll4

(3) less than 15/16

(r) 2 (2) 4

3. If moment generating function of a distribution is ,a+!t2, then standard deviation of

(2) B(4, y4)

(4) 8(16,ll4)

x - N(6, 3)

x - N(3, 6)

(2) 2

(4) 6

8 and variance 9 and an unknown probability

(2) more than 15/16

(4) None of these

2. If a random variable X has the following p.d.f'

, (x-6)2

yg;V,o2) = ht " ,lL, o2 > 0, then we have :

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

5. A medical doctor wants to reduce blood sugar level of all his patients by altering their

diet. He finds that the mean sugar level of all patients is 180 with a standard deviation

of 18. Nine of his patients start dieting and ttre mean of the sample is observed to be

175. What is the standard error of the mean ?

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsxSET-Yy(D)
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6. The fact that the sampling distribution of sample means can be approximated by a

normal probability distribution whenever the sample size is large is based on the :

(1) central limit theorem

(2) factthat we have tables of areas for the normal distribution

(3) assumption that the population has a normal distribution

(4) None of these alternatives is correct

7. As the sample size increases, the variability among the sample means :

(1) increases

(2) decreases

(3) remains the same

(4) depends upon the specific population being sampled

S.liltYl<Y2<Y3<Y4denotetheorderstatisticsofarandomsampleofsize4froma

disrributionhavingp.d.f. f (x)=[2x ' 0< 
"' ,'o"' 

"[f 
or] t'equal:

Io , elsewhere' \2 ")

=
145 O\ 243

(1) 
-

\r'' 256 456

6u
356

(4)

(2) unbiased samPling

(4) relative estimation

whenever larger sample sizes tend to

parameter, is known as :

243

256

9. A property of a point estimator that occurs

provide point estimates closer to the population

(1) efficiencY

(3) consistencY

MPH/PHDruRS-EE'2020/(StatisticsxSET-Yy(D)
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10. The hospital period, in days, for patients following treatment for a ce.rtain type of
kidney disorder is a random variable Y - X + 4 where X has the density function

I <r'>- : x>o
f (x) = j tx++)r ' , then the p.d.f. of rando variable I/ is :

[. 0 ; elsewhere

I <tz1

(r)g(y)=lrF; Y>4

I O ; elsewhere

[ <tol

(3)s(y)=]#; Y>4

I O ; elsewhere

I <tz>

(2) s(y)=l;# ; v>4

I O ; elsewhere

| <q)

(4) g(y)=]r# ; Y>o

I O ; elsewhere

11. F(z) is a function of the complex variable z = x + ry given by F(z) = iz t kRe(z) +

ilm(z). For what value of ft will F(z) satisfy Cauchy-Riemann Equations ?

(1) 0

(3) -1

(2) 1

(4) y

ma

dto

12. Suppose/and g are entire functions and g(z) + 0 for all ze C.lf lJ\z)l < lg(e)l, then we

conclude that :

(r)7(zl + 0 for all ze C

(2) /is a constant function

(3) /(0) = 0

(4) For some c e C,J\z) = c.g(z)

13. Let C be the circle of radius 2 with centre at origin in a complex plane, oriented in the

anti-clockwise direction. Then the integrat $- 
i3- 

equal to:
tk-t)-

(l) 0 (2) |

(3) _1- (4) zni
2ni

MPMHDruRS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET-Yy(D) P. T. O.
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14. In which of the following method, we approximate the curve of solution by tho tangent

in each interval ?

15. The Newton-Raphson method formula for finding the square root of a real number R

from the equation *2 - R = 0 is :

(1) Euler's method

(3) Newton's method

(3) xi+t=;[,,.;)

(2) Picard's method

(4) Runge-Kutta's method

(1) *,*, =*

16. In Regula-Falsi method, the first approximation is given by :

(3)
f (a)- f (b)

17. The real root of the equation 5x - 2 cos x - 1 (upto 2 decimal accuracy) is :

18. Consideran ordinary differentialequation* =4t+4.If x= xsatt=0,the increment'dt
in x calculated using Runge-Kutta fourth order multi-step method with a step size of

(1) 0.44

(3) o.s2

Ar=0.2is:

(t) 0.22

(3) 0.66

(2) 0.s6

(4) 0.s4

(2) 0.44

. (4) 0.88

MPII/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statisti cs)(SET-Y/(D)



(1) 1.m0

(3) 1.r 11

22. The value of the following game :

(r) -2 (2) o

Simpson's on two

(4) 4

19. The integral f ! O* when calculated by,lx
equal sub-intervals each of length 1, equals :

1 *t"
3

(2) 1.0e8

(4) 1.120

21.

The theorem that states" Every bounded sequence has a limit point" is :

(l) Cauchy's theorem

(2) Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem

(3) Lagrange's Theorem

(4) None of the above

Given the following LPP

Max: Z =4xt*8x2

Sub to

2x1+2x2>15

x1+ x2 Jl5

\,x2)0
then number of artificial variables to be introduced is :

(l) I (2) 2 (3) 3

Ent

:of

2

Stratesies of Plaver B

Strategies of Player A

I T m

I -l 2 -2

II 6 4 -6

III 6 4 -2

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statistics)(SET-Yy(D)
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23. A saddle point of the game exists if :

(1) MinMax = Maxmin

(3) MinMax < Maxmin

24. Assignment Problem is solved using :

(1) Rule of Dominace

(3) Hungarian Method

25. If an LPP has 3 variables and 4 constraints, then its corresponding dual problem will
have :

(l\ zconstrains

(3) 4constraints

26. The dimension of the subspaceW = {(x, y, z)lx + y + z= 0} of R3 is :

(2) MinMax > Maxmin

(4) None of these

(2) North West Corner Rule

(4) None of these

Q) 3 constraints

(4) None of these

(2) 1

(4) 0

(l) I
(3) 2

27. Let T and C denote the subsets of a vector space V, then which of the

following statements is correct ?

(1) If B c. C and C spans V, then B spans V.

(2) It B c C and C is independent, then B is independent.

(3) If B c C, then sPan(C) =sPan(B).

(4) If B c C and C is dependent, then B is dependent.

28. If the sum of two eigen values and trace of 3 x 3 matrix are equal, then

the value of lAl is :

(1) 1 Q) -r
(3) 

' 
(4) o

MPf,/PHDruR$EE-2020( Statisti cs)(SET'Yy(D)
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(1) e =nlcfor some integer n

(3) There is no restriction on 0

(l) Orthonormal

(3) Symmeric

(r) l (2) 2

32. State I is:
r

rhe 
(l) Persistent

(3) transient null

33. The Markov Chain is :

(1) irreducible

(3) closed

34. Which of the following is true ?

then

xt. The matnx A = [t:t9 -sin€1, 0 e R has reat eigen values if and only if :

fsin 0 cos0 _] 
'

(2) O = 2ntc * ! fu some integer n

(4) O = 2nrc * ! fo, some integer z

30. A linear transformation y - Ax is said to be orthogonal if the matrixA is :

rill Instruction.'Consider the following Markov Chain with tpm :

31, The Markov Chain is periodic with period :

(2) Onhogonal

(4) Singular

(3) 3 (4) 4

(2) transient

(4) transient non-null

(2) reducible

(4) None of these

(2) p= p3

(4) p= pa

a transportation problem with 4 origins and 3

a(l) p= p'

(3) p= po

35. Number of basic feasible
destinations is :

(1) 3 (2) 4

MPH/PHDruR $EB -2020(Statisti csX SET -Yy(D)
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36. The following game problem with the payoff matrix :

Stratesies of Plaver B

Strategies of Player A

I II III

I I -l 3

il J 5 -3

m 6 2 -2

The above problem can be solved using :

(1) Graphical method (2) Rule of Dominance

(3) MinMax Principle (4) Simplex Method

37. For what values of K the game with the following payoff matrix is strictly
determinable ?

Stratesies of Player B

Strategies of Player A
IF

I II ilI
I K 6 2

il -l K -7

flI -2 4 K

(1) K>0 (2) tsK<z
(3) -l <K<2 (4) Noneofthese

38. If a Primal Problem (Maximization) has optimal value equal to 60, then the optimal

value of the corresponding dual can be :

(4) None of these

39. A solution to an LPP is said to be degenerate if one of the :

(1) basic variables is zero (2) non-basic variables is zero

(3) basic variables is positive (4) non-basic variables positive

VPII/PHDruR$EE-202 0(Statisti cs)( SE T -Yy(D)
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The following assignment problem pertains to the time taken by the programmers to

develop different programmes :

Then the total minimum time required for developing the said programmes is

(1) 280 (2) 2e0 (3) 300 (4) None of these

41. In systematic sampling, if the population size is 200 and the selected sample size is 40,

then the sampling interval is :

(l) 3 (3) i (4) None of these

A safiple of 16 items from an infinite population having standard deviation 4. The

standard error of sampling distribution of mean is :

(1) I (2) s (3) r0 (4) 40

The Mahalanobis distance of an observation.r = (xt, xz, x3, ....., rN)r from a set of

observations with mean F = (pr, F2, p3, lrn )'and covariance matrix S is deltned as :

(3) (r-tr)rS-'(* -Dz

(2) (x-p)ro-r(r-p)

(4) None of these

44. For large n, Hotelling's T2statistic (x - po)r S-l(; - Fo) is distributed as :

(2) 4

mal

(l) t,-z (2) Fn-o,o (3) x7

Programmers

Programmes A B C

I 120 100 80

II 80 90 110

m 110 140 120

trl J(*-p)rS-r(x-p)

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statisti cSXSBT -Y/(D)
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If we have two sets of variables, x1, x2,......, xnand yt, !2. .-...', lm and there are

correlations among the variables, then canonical corelation analysis will enable us to

find linear combinations of the x's and the y's which have . .... correlation with

each other.

(1) minimum

(3) zero

Scree plot is associated with :

(1) Discriminant AnalYsis

(3) Principle Component Analysis (4) None of these

47- Given that Elx + 4l - 10 and EIX + 4f2 = 116' then var(X) is equal to :

(1) 4

(3\ t2

mMSE

MSC + (m -I)MSE

(2) maximum

(4) None of these

(2) Canonical Correlation

(2) 8

(4) 16

(2\ s

(4) t2

mMSE

(4) None of these

Three varieties A, B, C of wheat are tested in a RBD with 4 replications. Then the

degrees of freedom for error will be :

(1) *

(3) 6

49. Relative efficiency of LSD over RBD when ,?? rows are taken as blocks is given by :

MSC +(m-I)MSR MSR +(m-l)MSE
(l)

(3)

(2)

mMSE

50. The method of confounding is a device to reduce the size of :

(1) Experiment (2) Blocks

(3) Replication (4) Treatments

MPII/PHDru RS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Y/(D)
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0<x<2,0<ycl
elsewhere

(t) E(xY)> E(x) .E(n

Q) E(xn = E(n .Eg)

Q) E6n < E(x) .E(n

G) E(xn - E(n + E(n

Which of the following statements is true ?

(1) Unbaised estimator is always efficient

(2) Consistent estimator is always unbiased

(3) Unbaised estimator is always consisten

(4) MLE is always a function of sufficient statistics

Suppose 10 rats are used in a biomedical study where they are injected with cancer

cells and then given a cancer drug that is designed to increase their survival rate. The

survival times following exponential distribution are 14, 17, 2J, 18, 12, 8,22, 13, 19

and 12, then M.L.E. of the mean survival time is :

I the

ll

(l)r14.5 (2) 16.2 (3) l8 (4) 20

A random sample is taken from B(5, p) population to test lls : p = ll2 against

Ht: p =0,J, it is decided that we reject I1s when X> 3, then the power of test is

approximately equal to :

(1) 0.s (2) 0.7s (3) 0.84 (4) None of these

55. If a hypothesis lls is rejected at .01 level of significance, then it :

(l) will be accepted at 0.05 level of signihcance

(2) may not be rejected at .10 level of significance

(3) will be rejected at .10 level of significance

(4) None of these

}IPf,/PHDruRS-EE-202U(StatisticsXSET-Yy(D) P. T. O.
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Given o = 6, V = 25, sample mean = 23 and the degree of precession requirpd, is 99Vo,

(Z -2.58) the sample size required is approximately equal to :

(1) s0 (2) 60 (3) 70 (4) 80

57. LetX be the number of offspring of abacteria with p.m.f.

p(x =r, = ;[1)0, k = o, 1,2,..... the E(x) is equar to :

(l) 3 (2) 2 (3) I (4) 4

58. The variance of the stratified sampling mean (Yr,) is:

59. In a SRSWOR, if 1,' = 50, n = 100, N= 500, then the estimated population total is :

(1) 2s0 (2) s00 (3) 2s00 (4) 25000

60. In SRS, the bais of the ratio estimator R is given :

(2) Blny=*F"

(4) None of these

61. The geometric mean of Laspeyer's and Paache's indices is :

(1) Bowley's Ideal Index

(3) Chain Index

(2) Fisher's Index

(4) Marshal and Edgeworth's Index

62. Seasonal variations repeat with :

(1) one year (2) two years

(3) frve years (4) None of the Treatrnents

MPH/PHDruRS-EE -2020(Statisti csXSET-Yy(D)



63. A good index number is one that satisfies :

(1) Circular Test

(3) Factor Reversal Test

64. Vital rates are customarily expressed as :

(l) per ten thousand

(3) percentages

65. The trend is determined by :

(1) Link Relative Method

(2) Ratio to Trend Method

(3) Ratio-to-Moving Method

(4) None of these

66. Ferdl?rty rate pnovides an adequate basis for :

(1) population growth

(2) family planning

(3) checking the infant mortality

(2) Time Reversal Test

(4) All the above Tests

per thousand

None of these

(2)

(4)

(4) None of these

6i1. Time Reversal Test is satisfred when :

(1) Por x4o = 0

(3) Psrx4o <1

(2)

(4)

Por x4o

IrIUPHDruRS-EE-2020(StatisticsXSET-Y)/(D)
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In the following replicate of a

three fertilizer N, P and K:
23 factorial experiment in blocks of 4 plots involving

then the confounded factor is :

(1) NPK

(3) NP

69. For a certain experiment laid out in an LSD with four treatments with SST = 10.035,

SSB = 22.25,SSC = 45.25,TSS = 86.33 and Fs.s5 (3,6) = 4.76,then Hs : t1 = tz = t3

-t4

70. In a railway marshalling yard, goods trains arrive at a rate of 30 trains per day.

Assuming that the inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution and the service

time distribution is also exponential with an average of 36 minutes, then the expected

queue size of the trains is :

(2) NK

(4) None of the above

(2) is accepted

(4) None of these

(1) is rejected

(3) may be rejected

(l) zero

(3) less than I

(1) I (2) 2 (4) 4

71. A branching process is called subcritical if the mean of the off springs (m) is :

(3) 3

(2) more than I

(4) None of these

72. If the mean of the off springs (m) is less than l, then the probability of extinction is :

(1) zero Q) |

(3) between 0 and 1 (4) None of these

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2020(Statistics) (SET -Yy(D)
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73. Which of the following is not a stochastic matrix ?

74- The Eigen values of a matrix

(l) 25 and I

(3) I and U5

(t) 24

(3) 6

(o r)(z) [, o)

(4)

(2) t2

(4) None of these

l\
,)

1/ 2\
o)

(ttz
r:r I r

(ttz 1/2)

Ir,, tt2)

(z
A=l

[2
1l *" 5 and l. The Eigen values of A2 are:
3)

(2) 10 and2

(4) None'of these
D3s,

- 13

day.

rvice

rccted

75. If Chi-square distribution has 12 degree of free, then the variance of the distribution is :

76. Local control in experimental desigm i. ,n.unt to t

(l) frduce experiential error

(2) increase the efficiency of the design

(3) to form homogeneous blocks

(4) all the above None of the above

77. If net reproduction rate is greater than l, then it will result :

(l) no increase in population

(2) decrease in population

(3) exponential increase in population

(4) increase in population

\I PIUPHDruRS-EE-2020/(StatisticsXSET-Yy(D)
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Given the following LPP :

Max: Z -- xt+2x2+3x3

Sub to

x1*5x2+4x3 S10

x1*6x2+8x3 <15

lCy,X2,X3 2 0

then which of the following may be a basic feasible to the above problem :

79. Let X,- N(p, o2), i = 1,2,3, 4, then an unbiased estimator of p is :

(1) xr =1, xz=|, x, =2

(3) xr =4, x2=2, x3 =-1

Xl+ X2+ X3 - X4
3

3X+X2+X3-X4

80. Who is known as the Father of LPP ?r
(1) R.A. Fisher

(3) Hotelling T

(1)'negatively skewed

(3) symmetric

(2) xt =1, xz= 5, 13 = 0

(4) None of these

(2) C. R. Rao

(4) G.B. Dantzig

(1)

(3)

81. If for any distribution, mean > median > mode, then the distribution is called :

(2) positively skewed

(4) None of these

A2. If two variables are independent, then the correlation between them is :

(r) -1 Q) |

(3) between -1 and I (4) zeto
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&1. Regression equations of two variables X and Iare as follows :

3X+2Y-26=0 and6X+Y- 31 =0,

then the coefficient of correlation between X and Y is :

(2) 0.76 (3) 0.8

(3) es

(2) Mesokurtic

(4) None of these

(2) In-significant

(4) None of these

(4)

(4) None of these

U. If the random variables X, Y and Z have the means llr= 3, lry = 5 and Fz = 2,

variances C2*=8,C2, = 12 ando2= tS and Cov(X, D = l, Cov (X, D = -3 and

Cov (Y, 4=2, then the Cov of U - X+4Y +22andV =3X -Y -Zis:
(r) s4 (2) -16

85, For a distribution, the four central moments were obtained as :

Fr =0, Vz=0.933, P3=0and llq =2.533,

then the distribution is :

86. A raglom sample of 2l pairs of observations from a normal population gave r = 0.6. If
to.s5 /or 25 d. t. =2.06, then r is :

(l) Platykurtic

(3) Leptokurtic

(l) Significant

(3) t-east significant

87. Regression equation of X on Y for the following data :

X I 2 3 4 5

Y 3 4 5 6 7

is given by :

(r) Y-2.5-x (2)

(3) Y=2+X (4)

Ff, /"IDruRS-E E-2020(statisticsX SET -Y/(D)
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X=2+Y
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A student obtained the following two regression equations for a set of data based on

two variables

6X - l5Y = 2l,2lX + l4Y = 56, then :

(1) Equations are not correctly obtained

(2) Equations are correctly obtained

(3) Equations have no solutions

(4) None of these

then the value of ft is :

(t) u2 (2) rt3 (3) u4 (4) 4

90. l/JtX- N(8, 25), then standard normal variate (slw) will be :

x-8 x-2
(l) z=

(?i z=

25

x -8
r0

(2) z-

(4) z-
5

x-8
5

91. The index and signature

10x3x1 -4x1x2 are:

(1) 3and3resPectivelY

(2) 2 arfi2 resPectivelY

(3) 1 and2resPectivelY

(4) 2andlresPectivelY

of the quadratic form 10xf? *zl| +sx23 *6x24-

92. The sequence .rn -ln(2n1 +2)-ln(5n3 +2n2 +4) converges to:

3

(l) 0 Q\ -hl (3)h2 (4) ?
5

The probability mass function of a random variable X is as follows :

MPH/PHDruRS-EE'2020/(Statisti csXSET -Y)/(D)



Every bounded subset of Rz

(l) Compact

(3) Totally Bounded

94. A bounded function f : fa, b)

which of the following condition ?

(1) / is continuous

(2) f is monotone

(2) Connected

(4) Complete

-> R may not Riemann Integrable for

=

rzx3 -

(3) Measure of point of discontinuity of/is zero

(4) f has uncountable point of discontinuity

A sequence s, is said to be bounded if :

(1) there exists anumberI suchthat lsrl<Afor allne N

(2) tbre exists a real numberp such that lsrl<p for all n e N

(3) there exists a positive real number k such that lsnl < k for all n e N

ne N t

,m,netvii*,
Ir li-+-
lmn
(2) 0

(4) N

96. The set of all limit points of the set S =

one of these

(1) 0

(3) 
{1u{o},,,. 

r}

S-EB-2020/(Statistics)(SET-Yy(D) P. T. O.
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97. Which of these functions is not uniformly continuous on (0, 1) ?

1

(t ) zx

(2) !m{
x

D

(3) sin x

@) J\x) = I forx e (0, l),"f(0) =flI) = 0

98. An analytic function with constant modulus is :

(l) Zmo (2) A constant

(3) Identity map (4) None of the above

99. Radius of convergence R of the power series I;=, 
(z -i)' ,, '

n

(1) R=0 (2) R=""

(3)R=l (+)n=S

3

1OO. C8nsider the functionlk) = eZ .Then e = 0 is :

(l) Apole

(2) A removable singularity

(3) An essential singularity

(4) None of the above
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Answer Keys

Sr. No. Code- A Code- B Code- C Code- D
I 3 3 9
2. D ) n n
3. I D a
4 l c B 1l
5. A B 0 c,
6. A ( ( n
7. C- a 3
8. 1 c D
9. C T n c
t0. D C t:
l1 c 5\
12. .f{ T)
13. A n x I
14 3 3 C A
15. c ) ( C
16. n 5) 8
17. {( L t D
18. T) C. T) f)
19. e D e
20. A n h !
2t C ) ( tI
22. D ) D A
23. $ ) ) a
24 e a c
25. c R T
26. s C p C
21. A D L 5r
28 1) c F D
29. (i) C c h30. E A J s
31. !I) s \
32. A $ C f
33. n R c A
34 D
35. 5] c c D
36 c, t; D
5t 5 1 n C
38. e D 5 (
39 c c T A
40 :l\ A c td
41. a 5 c D
42. A 5 R
43. f) ? E
44. 1 n Fi C
45. ( R
46. a D C.

Vl .fur<_-lPL.a/ .* s\srsau.s @

P^;r" Atu)W

a
5)

5l
n

D

1l

?

fr
n

c 1'l

(

t
11
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1.1 .+t[.te--\ Pt" .s\U RS S]srssgq.g -@

47 5 I 0 D
48. c 5) D ("
49 t c n A

50. L , n
51. sl C D (
52. tr fi F

(il

53 ? a a I
54. I C C
55 D I T (
56. D f) C I
57. C D 5)
58. c 1 c )
59. f TT e D
60 a ) E h
61. C t 5l
62 C- n h
63. n e n 5)
64 n c I
65. c 5l D
66 I C c
67. 5 e (

T
68. 5 n D (
69. ( n n
70. S) c 5l C
71 s fi c
72. A fr D
t5. A D n
74. c B A
75. 5 D c t
76. c fI fl :t)'77 5 D D
18. :t) c :D D
79 a T e 1
80. n c sl .T)
81. n c D B
82. C D ,'l D
83. e R n T)
84. D c 8 T\
85. e c c
86 ( a t)87. F) e E C
88. T) D
89. ? T) c c
90 e- ? A D
91. t 5 ts92 .D D D e93. l 5) F C
94 1 B 5 D95. c a D L
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96 F D C
97 s) e c A
98 s a C f(
99 C c n \t

100 .8 D n c
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